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of the Most Popular Wikipedia Articles 
by Kate Sierzputowski on September 21, 2015 
 

 

Installation of Jason Salavon’s “The Master Index (v.EXPO_Chicago)” at Expo Chicago 

CHICAGO — According to Jason Salavon’s “The Master Index (Semaphore),” we are 
all a little more interested in Kanye West than masturbation, would rather read about 
Jennifer Aniston than Freemasonry, and have caught up on China’s affairs a few more 
times than investigating human penis size. Culled by counting the page views of 
Wikipedia articles, Salavon has created a master list of the five million most popular 
entries, summing up the internet’s interests in a comprehensive archive. 
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Curated highlights of this list, along with a video piece associated with the data, were 
presented by Houston’s Inman Gallery in a corner of the Projects section at this 
year’s Expo Chicago. A sheet of white wallpaper on the left featured the top 1,000 most 
popular Wikipedia entries, and black wallpaper on the right contained the top 250,000 
articles in the online encyclopedia in alphabetical order. Although the larger data set 
was an impressive mass, the pared-down list lent itself to a more poetic interpretation. 
The meticulously ordered user data appeared as a seemingly chaotic alignment of 
celebrities, diseases, and cultural artifacts, placing “Selena Gomez” at 36, between 
“Japan” and “Germany,” the year 2012 right on top of “Emoticon,” at 451, and “World 
Population” sandwiched between “Zombie” and “Swine Influenza,” at 663. 

 

 

Detail of Jason Salavon’s “The Master Index (v.EXPO_Chicago)” 

“The Master Index (v.EXPO_Chicago)” wallpaper was an iteration of the 2013 
collaborationbetween Salavon and researchers at the University of Chicago to compile 
a numbered list of English Wikipedia articles, sorted by page-view counts gathered 
since 2007. Each time Salavon shows the project, he updates it to reflect the current 
tally of page-views; most recent revision is from August 2015. The list speaks to our 
collective desire for bits of knowledge, our need for specific information to guide school 
projects, solve temporary brain lapses, and settle heated debates. It’s an ordered 
representation of our information obsession, with such funny and chance juxtapositions 
as “Dog” directly above “Snoop Dogg” and “Scientology” hovering just over “Celebrity 
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Sex Tape.”   
 
“I knew during EXPO people would be moving fast and have a lot to see. I wanted to 
explore and accentuate the weirdness of the top 1,000 Wikipedia articles. How do these 
pages become so popular? What is driving all of that? It is a great topic of 
conversation,” said Salavon. “People are often surprised by the frequent juxtapositions 
of history and sex. It is so funny that people can pretend to be prude, but then see anal 
sex appear near the top 100 viewed entries. There is something depressingly truthful 
about the contents of the list.” 

Situated a few rows to the right of “Anal sex” 
(on the lefthand wallpaper) was the video piece 
“Local Index (Tessellated),” which Salavon 
coded while serving as the very first artist-in-
residence at Microsoft Research earlier this 
year. The piece takes popular art-related 
Wikipedia entries — museums, movements, 
artists — and works with their source code to 
produce colorful, tessellated visuals based on 
the length and syntax of each text. 

“You have this crisp, conceptual wallpaper, and I was interested in using computation 
and other methods to create an aesthetically interesting piece to relate to that,” said 
Salavon. “I wanted to take this infinite feed and make a geometric pattern with its data 
— merge video editing and painting into a single practice.” 

The colors he uses are sourced from user-generated palettes on Adobe’s color website, 
and they’re then matched with an entry based on popularity. In the video, each article’s 
code flashes on screen for a moment before a triangulated pattern begins to move 
down over it, covering the letters, numbers, and symbols like a brilliantly hued virus. 
Although the list of 1,000 art articles is largely influenced by Salavon’s interests (his own 
Wikipedia page is included), it’s interesting to see how the video depicts each entry’s 
source information — how its color choices may or may not align with the colors we 
associate with specific museums or artists in our heads. 

Installation view of Jason Salavon’s “The Master Index 

(v.EXPO_Chicago)” at Expo Chicago (click to enlarge) 



 

Jason Salavon, “The Master Index (v.EXPO_Chicago)” with “Local Index (Tessellated)” 

Displayed together, the projects connect our interests and often taboo research with a 
visual representation of these very human patterns. The straightforward and clean lists 
on the walls complement the chaotic glitches of the video, giving shape and color to the 
odd synapses occurring in each of our brains. 
 
Jason Salavon’s “The Master Index (Semaphore)” was presented by Inman Gallery 
at Expo Chicago (Navy Pier, 600 E Grand Ave, Chicago) September 18–20. 
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Eye-to-eye with Jason Salavon’s 
algorithm-produced art 

2 2  OCTOBER 1 4   by O L I VER FRANKLIN  

This article was taken from the November 2014 issue of WIRED magazine. Be the first to read 

WIRED's articles in print before they're posted online, and get your hands on loads of 

additional content by subscribing online. 

 

These abstract artworks weren't created by an artist -- they were painted by an algorithm. "I 

tasked myself with building a virtual automaton that would iterate relentlessly though a hyper-

accelerated painting career," explains Chicago-based artist Jason Salavon, 44. For Golem, 

Salavon wrote a script to 

generate 100,000 such 

artworks, with the 

ultimate goal that the 

work might pass "a kind 

of Turing Test for 

abstract painting". The 

works were generated 

sequentially -- up to 700 

per day, over six months 

-- with Salavon altering 

the algorithm throughout 

the computer artist's 

Franklin, Oliver. “Eye-to-eye with Jason Salavon’s 
Algorithm-Produced Art.” Wired, October 22, 
2014. 
http://www.wired.co.uk/magazine/archive/2014
/11/play/machine-strokes  
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"lifetime". Salavon created the project in 2002 but revisited it this year to combine each piece 

into a web-based map using OpenGIS. The result: an almost haunting representation of 

a computer artist's career, complete with clearly defined periods of shifting work -- albeit 

changes made not through experience but code.  

The sheer volume of paintings is typical of Salavon, who has crafted a career through 

amalgamating huge volumes of data into high-impact pieces. His "Figure 1" combines ten years 

of Playboy centrefolds into a haunting spectre of the magazine pin-up; "The Top Grossing Film 

of All Time" combines every frame of Titanic into a huge canvas of pixelated colours. "I'd say 

much of my work occupies a space between cultural sampling and data mining," says Salavon.  

Next up, Salavon will spend the next six months as the first artist-in-residence at Microsoft 

Research in Seattle. Among the ideas he'll be exploring: "What would [Rennaisance painter] 

Pieter Bruegel the Elder or Hieronymus Bosch do with contemporary computation?" To 

Salavon, the interaction between art and big data is still in its infancy. "If you imagine what 

kind of things artists will make in 20 years," he says, "it's hard not to see how algorithmically 

informed work won't be central." Painters: better get coding, fast.  

 

http://www.wired.co.uk/computer
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Let’s Get Animal 
Jason Salavon reinvents the [color] wheel 
 
By Tess Cutler 

Courtesy Eight Modern 

       

Jason Salavon does complicated stuff.  

 

So much so, that if I tried to explain his process of art-making, I’d probably get verbally tongue-tied. Basically, he 

isn’t your typical watercolor-and-canvas type of guy.  

 

In Chance Animals, a month-and-a-half-long exhibition at Eight Modern, Salavon channels Darwin’s geist. In his 

own words, Salavon says, “I’m referencing the mix of indeterminacy (chance) and order in my work, and also ideas 

of taxonomy and evolution. But more importantly, the poetics of all those features.”  

 

Take, for example, his “One Week Skin” series (which is on display in this exhibition): after watching, compiling and 

abstracting 168 hours of programming from CNN, ESPN and HBO (that’s a lot of network), he reformatted the 

media into a work of art. I can’t say for certain how he did it. But let’s just say that Salavon has a knack for 

technology. With an MFA, a BA in studio art and a minor in computer science, Salavon’s background kind of says it 

all. It’s no wonder that Salavon’s previous job (y’know, before he hit it big with the whole art thing) consisted of 

video game programming. Art + Auction (basically, Forbes magazine for the art world) championed Salavon as one 

of “50 Under 50: The Next Most Collectible Artists.” 

Cutler, Tess.  “Let’s Get Animal: Jason Salavon reinvents 

the [color] wheel.” The Santa Fe Reporter. July 16, 2013. 

http://www.sfreporter.com/santafe/article-7558-

let%E2%80%99s-get-animal.html 
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Lauren Tresp, Eight Modern’s gallery manager, says Salavon is the only new media artist who’s been featured at the 

gallery. In order to accommodate the media artwork, windows were blocked out so the projections could be better 

perceived. “My favorite work of his,” says Tresp, “is probably the color wheel” (pictured). 

 

With a Google search of colors, Salavon intended to replicate the color wheel. For example, he googled red and, 

voilà, chose a myriad of jpegs that qualified as red. But the real kicker (what really piqued Tresp’s interest) is that 

when Salavon searched for violets and pinks, a bunch of pornographically explicit images came up.  

 

“In all his series,” Tresp says, “he’s drawing pop-culture references…but he’s not making any statements.”  

Chance Animals 

5-7 pm Friday, July 19.   

Free. Eight Modern,  

231 Delgado St.,  995-0231 
  

 



 

 

Jason Salavon: digital-photography innovator 

Digital photographer Jason Salavon comes to Seattle's Henry Art Gallery to discuss his work and software wizardry. 

By Michael Upchurch 

 
 
COURTESY OF THE ARTIST 
Wendy McMurdo's "Helen, Backstage, Merlin Theatre (The Glance)," 1995.  

One of the most fascinating figures in the Henry Art Gallery's exhibit "The Digital Eye: Photographic Art in the Electronic 
Age" is coming to town to talk about his work. 

He's Jason Salavon, an artist who pushes the medium into realms where it's hard to call it photography anymore. In 
"Flayed Figure, Male, 3158 ¾ square inches," he collages tiny bits of his naked body, arranging them by degrees of 
luminosity rather than anatomical plan. In "Every Playboy Centerfold, The 1970s," he does something similar with the 
female body, distilling a decade's worth of centerfold spreads to their curving essence without revealing any specifics. 

With "Golem (100,000 abstract paintings)," he seems to abandon photography altogether in favor of a painting straight out 
of the Abstract Expressionist school of the 1950s. But peer more closely at this pigmented inkjet on canvas and you'll see 
that it's composed not of frenzied brush-strokes but thousands of tiny pixels. The "painting" and its 99,999 companions 
are the product of a software system Salavon devised. "Each one," he says, without exaggeration, "appears to be the 
direct product of human thought and touch." 

 

Upchurch, Michael. “Jason Salavon: digital-photography 
innovator.”  The Seattle Times, September 13, 2011. 
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/thearts/2016196246_digit
al14.html?prmid=head_more 
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Staff, “South Cave at Northern Xiangtangshan.” Freer|Sackler: The 
Smithsonian’s Museums of Asian Art. 
http://www.asia.si.edu/explore/china/xiangtangshan/southcave.asp 

 

South Cave at Northern Xiangtangshan 

Like the North Cave, the South Cave was commissioned by the Northern Qi court, but it presents a different plan. Lacking 

a central pillar, it is an open cubical chamber with 

three altars on the back and side walls. Each altar 

originally included seven figures arranged 

symmetrically: a seated Buddha in the center, 

flanked by three pairs of standing deities. Images of 

incense burners, lions, and deities appear on the 

altar bases. Rows of small seated Buddhas occupy 

the upper niches and cave walls. The ceiling 

features a large carved lotus.  

DIGITAL CAVE 

Weaving together archival photographs and current 

imaging technology, the Digital Cave displayed in 

Echoes of the Past virtually reconstructs the damaged South Cave. This immersive experience allows viewers to visit the 

site and see removed sculptures restored within the cave's original setting.  

Rendering of the Digital Cave video installation. Image Credit: Jason Salavon and Travis 
Saul. 

The configuration and scale of the three screens of this installation piece, 

created by contemporary artist Jason Salavon, were inspired by the South 

Cave's cubical space framed by three altars. Black-and-white photographs 

show its damaged state in the 1920s. These are complemented by highly 

accurate 3-D models, created by the Xiangtangshan research team of the 

University of Chicago as part of its multiyear effort to photograph and scan 

removed sculptures and the cave's interior. The results made it possible to 

match missing pieces to their original locations. 

The Digital Cave was produced and directed by Jason Salavon, with assistance from Travis Saul, 3-D graphics and animation; Michelle 

Graves, editing; Larry Smallwood, ESAM, LLC, installation production; and Alexander Dunn and Mark Beasley, technical assistance.  

Still of screen from Digital Cave with missing fragments 
in yellow. 
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GLENCOE HARBORS HUB FOR CONTEMPORARY ART 

The Rena Sternberg Gallery gives downtown contemporary art some suburban exposure. 

By Topher Gray 

  Credit Jason Salavon (courtesy of Rena Sternberg)
 
Rena Sternberg is not an artist. She did not go to art school. She cannot paint, she cannot draw, she cannot sing. She 
says she's not even artistic. But she has an eye for art, and she loves it. 

"I like art that's interactive, that kind of makes you think — makes you take a second or a third look," said Sternberg, the 
proprieter of the Rena Sternberg Gallery in Glencoe. A prominent art piece from her current show, Chicago Collection, is 
"City (Westward)" by Jason Salavon. A dizzying digital collage of all the skyscrapers in Chicago's Loop, it requires several 
looks. 

"I feel I give suburbanites a better quality of art without having to go to the city," she said. The gallery is in an unlikely spot, 
tucked around the back of a building and down a flight of stairs at the very west end of downtown Glencoe, on the south 
side of Park Avenue. Sternberg has kept this space for 23 years. 

Her gallery shows only contemporary art, which she defines as work by living artists rather than a specific style or 
aesthetic. Her current show has mostly photography, but she does show paintings as well. She has contacts with dealers 
across the Chicago metropolitan area and clients across the country. 

"She is maintaining a fine art presence on the North Shore — which is a wonderful thing by itself to do," said artist Scott 
Fortino, who has several works on show at the Rena Sternberg Gallery. 

In the early years, she may have boasted selections from Robert Mapplethorpe, Cindy Sherman or Nan Goldin. Her 
current show, "Chicago Collection," features work from established local artists like Fortino as well as more up-and-
comers like Jason Salavon. 

Her entrée into the art business actually began as a social group she formed that would meet to go gallery-hopping in the 
city. Sternberg's in-laws had a large art collection, and she gained much of her appreciation for art collecting then. When 
her neighbors caught a glimpse of her personal collection, they asked her to take them to Chicago. 

Early on, one artist let her in on something: "'You don't know it, but you have a business,'" Rena recalled. "I never thought 
of it as a business." Three years later, she opened up gallery space of her own in Glencoe. 

What started with a few interested women branched into a business where she charges $200 for three tours, taking 
people from the North Shore to galleries in Chicago and Evanston. On the tours, participants get to listen to the artists talk 
about their work. 

The next show at the Rena Sternberg Gallery is called, "Palm Drawings," a series of digitally altered photographs of palm 
trees taken by Chicago artist Ken Fandell in Venice Beach in Los Angeles. "Something very ordinary can be very peculiar 
or extraordinary," said Fandell, a 1989 graduate of New Trier High School who grew up in Wilmette. 

This is Fandell's first full showing in Glencoe, but he has been showing at Chicago's Museum of Contemporary Art since 
2002, and last year had a large work of altered photographs of clouds from all over the world on the second floor of the 
MCA. 

Sternberg is the past president of the women's board at the MCA, which she considers to be one of the best 
contemporary art museums in the country. "I like the way it engages with the community," Sternberg said. 

How does she know if a piece of art works for her? "I get an exact gut feeling. … I'll be thinking about it the next day." 
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Kinkley, Jonathan. “Jason Salavon.” Time Out Chicago 
,no. 226 (April 1-7, 2010).  

Jason Salavon 
By Jonathan Kinkley  
“Old Codes,” Tony Wight Gallery, through Apr 10. 

 
Salavon, Still Life (Vanitas) (still), 2009. 

Jason Salavon became famous for digitally fusing hundreds of like images—such as Playboy 
centerfolds or high-school yearbook photos—into a single visual “average.” But in his recent work, the 
Chicago artist largely turns away from pop culture and toward periods of art history that parallel our 
present. 

The 17th-century Dutch Golden Age provides a particularly rich source of material. Two digital prints 
of skulls riff on the vanitas genre of still-life, which reminds viewers of mortality. Their simple symbol 
is complicated by the fact that it represents the visual average of human, baboon, bear and boar 
skulls. Salavon goes beyond digital art’s “how’d they do that?” cool factor to ask how one should 
reflect on the mortality of a virtual being. This period in art history also spread the genre of self-
portraiture, which leads the artist to contemplate his own digital existence in Spigot (Babbling Self-
Portrait). The installation pulls text and dates from his Google searches into a multimedia display. 
With or without our knowledge, he reminds viewers, our online queries reveal a good deal of 
information about us. 

The artist also applies his averaging motif to portraits by Rembrandt, Frans Hals, Anthony van Dyck 
and Diego Velázquez, creating a digital aggregate of each artist’s works. In the resulting chiaroscuro 
prints, dark backgrounds surround central fleshy masses—capturing the mood of a time defined by a 
tension between earthly goods and spiritual concerns. Together they evoke the 17th century’s conflict 
between Christianity and the secular materialism associated with a rising merchant class—a 
characteristic that resonates with a contemporary consumer culture rocked by recession and religion. 

 
 

http://chicago.timeout.com/venues/loop-west-loop/6943/tony-wight-gallery
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Color Me Alienated 

This is a portrait of the artist as a parsed, scattered, reiterated man 
By Marin Sardy 
 

 
 
You are what you google; you just don’t look like it. - Jason Salavon, “Spigot (Babbling Self-portrait)” installation  

You are what you do. You are what you eat. Let’s face it, you probably are what you google. But for your sake and mine, I 

hope you don’t end up resembling Jason Salavon’s “Spigot (Babbling Self-portrait)” video and sound installation that, 

through software the artist devised, reduces a list of search terms into a flat, dizzying array of colored squares. 

I face a digital projection of methodically pulsing blocks containing searched-for phrases (“best Smartphone,” “afterlife”) 

while an adjacent projection shows the terms encoded as nested concentric squares that grow outward in a nauseating, 

http://sfreporter.com/santafe/articles.by.Author-368.html


rainbow-hued rush. Meanwhile, from behind, overlapping computer voices recite the terms aloud in an indecipherable 

jumble. 

This piece rather eloquently expresses the sense of garbled displacement we now contend with every day on this world-

wide-web encased planet, but I’m pretty sure that, as a portrait, it doesn’t really resemble Salavon. It more accurately 

represents the internet itself: placeless, depthless, centerless and reaching beyond the edges of the computer screen. 

This is the work’s real strength, and it shines as such in nuanced variety throughout the show. 

Salavon created the digital C-prints, light-box fixture and 374page book that contains nothing but colored rectangles from 

digitized processes that parse, encode and scatter information from sources such as a baroque painting and an IKEA 

catalogue. 

The images range from beguiling, nested squares that evoke color-field stars like Gene Davis to portrait-style human 

forms so pixelated they’re unrecognizable—not only as individual people, but as the work of well-known artists. It’s 

impossible to tell “Portrait (van Dyck)” from “Portrait (Velasquez).” The old masters have become little more than footnotes 

to an indistinct present.  

As a whole, the show comes off as a sort of anti-portrait, which obscures rather than reveals the humanity of its subjects. 

It’s a look at the way reducing and propagating experience via bits of electronic data separates us from the tangible world. 

These artworks make blatant the extent of that separation. But in living through the portal of the computer screen, we tend 

to be unable to see it. Instead, we confuse mediated experience with the real thing. We watch a clip of a tiger killing an 

antelope and we think we’ve witnessed death. We read a headline about Stanley McChrystal and think we know what 

goes on inside the White House. We forget that everything we sense through our portal has been cut from its context, 

angled, edited, retouched, remastered and unceasingly reiterated. 

Salavon makes the cogent point that our digital network has the power to absorb us into its massive movement while it 

also separates us from our own self-understanding. He offers an update on Karl Marx’s concept of modern alienation. 

Rather than a man alienated from himself by his disconnection from his work, Salavon’s subject is alienated from himself 

by his disconnection from unmediated reality. In this postmodern variety, man’s relationship to his self-obliterating 

information system becomes the source of his angst. 

This, however, oversimplifies the relationship between humanity and pretty much everything, and the show falls short of 

revealing substantial insight about the nature of our involvement with all those information bits. Salavon’s one-directional 

process fails to account for our counterbalancing capacity to humanize—to insinuate ourselves into even the most alien 

environments and reshape them in our own image. 

However fragmented our identities become, our minds doggedly insist on constructing unifying narratives. Even when 

those narratives are incomplete, off-base or flat-out wrong, we embrace them and rely on them. Here lurks a more 

insidious danger, marked by our apparent need to produce misinformation rather than accept an informational void. This 

is the ghost in Salavon’s machine. 
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